Abstract. We present concepts for the implementation of hierarchical graphs, which can be used as basis for the implementation of tools for graphical formal description techniques (gFDT) like SDL or statecharts. Our approach provides a strong modularity of a speci cation by a loose coupling between di erent hierarchy levels and it serves for a rapid development of interactive editors for gFDTs by a special technique of describing hierarchy. Furthermore, this technique allows the reuse of graph editors in di erent applications. Our concepts are explained by means of the graphical design tool Moby/plc for a special class of real-time automata, called PLC-Automata.
Introduction
Application of formal methods is necessary in the development of correct distributed systems, e.g. in the area of telecommunication, and particularly for safety-critical systems like railway-crossings or tra c control.
Very important for the acceptance of formal methods is the availability of tool support. The description techniques used in the tool should be as simple as possible in order to minimize the time for a system designer to get familiar with that tool.
Graphical representations of formal description techniques (FDT) are useful to increase their acceptance. Examples for practical used FDTs with graphical representations are statecharts (cf. 8]) or SDL (Speci cation and Description Language, see 11] ). A commercial design tool for statecharts is e.g. Statemate (cf. 10]) and for SDL the SDT-tool (cf. 18]).
In this paper we present concepts for the development of tools for graphical FDTs (gFDTs). In doing so we refer to a design tool for PLC-Automata (cf. 3]), a special class of real-time automata which is tailored towards a certain kind MOdelling of distriButed sYstems for SDL-speci cations (cf. 6]). In order to show the generality of the concepts we also give a simple SDL-example.
All gFDTs have one problem in common: they loose their readability if the described system becomes very complex. Hence many gFDTs are enriched by several structuring concepts like abstract data types, orthogonality (parallelism) and/or hierarchy (abstraction). In this paper we will concentrate on the handling of hierarchy and exploit the fact that the concept of hierarchy is independent of the special gFDT under consideration. Following this line the object-oriented implementation of a hierarchical gFDT should be based on (derived from) a generic implementation of hierarchical graph structures, instead of extending each implementation of a gFDT by a special hierarchy concept.
In this sense we present the integration of hierarchical graphs into the Moby Class Library (MCL 2 ) and show its applicability with respect to the design and implementation of the PLC-tool.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we show an example of PLCAutomata in order to give an idea of the hierarchy concepts used in this class of automata. The core of the paper consists of a formalization and implementation of hierarchical graphs (section 3) and a special technique of describing hierarchy in a system comprising several types of graphs (e.g. like SDL-speci cations, which comprise block, process and procedure speci cations, section 4). Section 5 gives some hints to related approaches to hierarchical graphs and section 6 summarizes this work and gives some outlook to further work.
PLC-Automata
In 3] a new class of real-time automata was introduced which is tailored for modelling the behaviour of PLCs that are often used in practice to solve realtime problems. The automata are provided with a formal semantics in Duration Calculus (DC, 1]) to allow formal reasoning about their properties.
PLCs provide two convenient concepts for implementing real-time systems, namely timers and an automatic polling mechanism. The latter concept is realised by the cyclic behaviour of PLCs, whereat each cycle consists of the following phases:
{ Poll all input channels and store the read values, { compute new output values based on the stored input values, and { update the output channels.
The only phase a programmer has to adapt is the computing phase, whereas the repeated execution of the cycle and the channel handling is managed by the operating system. Via input and output channels a PLC can be connected to sensors and actuators as well as to other PLCs.
Since PLC-Automata are closely related to the behaviour of PLCs, a specication using PLC-Automata consists of a set of parallel automata communicating through channels with each other. Communication is performed implicitly by putting the calculated output values on the output channels, which can be read via an input channel by another automaton. Open systems can be speci ed by connecting some input and output channels to the interface of the system, which is graphically represented by a set of ports.
The parallel composition of the set of automata is called system view and is speci ed in one (or more) system diagrams. For the structured description of the system view some ideas of SDL are adopted, especially the notion of blocks and block substructures (cf. 11]). Therefore, a system diagram contains system nodes (blocks) which can be speci ed (re ned) by another system diagram or by a description of its behaviour by means of a PLC-Automaton. A PLC-Automaton may also be structured hierarchically by using PLC-Subautomata.
As a running example we adopt the case study described in 3] which handles the gasburner control problem (a case study of the ProCoS-project, cf. 12]) using PLC-Automata. The case study speci es the control unit for a gasburner which gets two Boolean inputs, hr ("heat request") representing the state of a thermostat changed by the user and (" ame") indicating the status of a sensor monitoring the ame. The output of the speci ed system is a Boolean value controlling the gas valve. One real-time requirement for the system is that in every period of 30 seconds gas must not leak for more than 4 seconds. Fig. 1 shows a screen shot of the system view of the speci cation. In order to give an idea of the parallel composition of PLC-Automata we divide the automaton described in 3] into two, one for handling the input values and the other one for calculating the output. The system view is split into two diagrams. The left diagram shows the environment of the speci ed system consisting of one not further speci ed system node Environment, which delivers two input values for the gasburner subsystem (hr and ) of type bool and receives one output value valve of type bool.
The re nement of the Gasburner node is shown in the right diagram. Thereby the interface of the system node consisting of incoming and outgoing channels is adopted from the left diagram and represented as ports ( and ) in the re nement. Furthermore, the re nement contains two system nodes (Control and Output) which are connected by a channel called status. This channel is inscribed with an enumeration type (fidle, purge, ignite, burng) which contains the output values of the Control system.
The behaviour of the two system components Control and Output is speci ed by two PLC-Automata (see Fig. 2 ). The description of the Control-automaton is split into two diagrams in order to show the hierarchy concept for PLC-Automata by using a subautomaton SubControl. (There is no conceptual reason for the seperation.) Each PLC-Automaton contains an interface description consisting of a set of text symbols which carry the declaration of input and output variables. (In this paper we do not handle local variables.) These variables have to correspond with channels speci ed in the upper diagram of the system view. Fig. 2 . PLC-Automata of the gasburner speci cation A PLC-state is inscribed by its name and a pair (time-value, state-condition). state-condition is a predicate over the input variables and expresses that all inputs which ful ll state-condition should be ignored for time-value time units after entering the state. E.g. state purge of the automaton Control has the state condition true and the time value 30. The transition function is labelled by predicates which are built over all variables of the automaton and by lists of assignments to the output variables.
The operational behaviour of a PLC-Automaton is as follows: The PLCAutomaton checks in every cycle if the actual state is hold longer than timevalue or if the state condition evaluates to false under the current binding of the variables, if it does the automaton reacts according to the transition function and all assignments of the transition are executed. (Thereby a transition can be taken if its predicate evaluates to true.) Else the state will be held for another cycle. Fig. 2 shows that the Control-automaton starts in the state idle and remains there until hr is true. Then the automaton turns to purge and stays there several cycles until 30 seconds are elapsed. After that the initial state (ignite) of the subautomaton SubControl will be activated and held for at least one second. Then the automaton will change to burn and stay there as long as both the ame sensor ( ) and the thermostat (hr) provide the value true. If e.g. the ignition of the gasburner has failed ( =false) then the subautomaton will be left via its output port and the state idle will be reached. The Output-automaton receives the status from Control and calculates the output value for the gas valve. The valve will be opened (valve:=true) if status is ignite or burn and closed otherwise.
Hierarchical Graphs
In this section we present and discuss the data structures (classes) for hierarchical graphs which we implement in MCL.
Formalization
Hierarchical graph structures like the previously presented diagrams are often described as compound (directed) graphs (see e.g. 13]). The de nition of hierarchical PLC-Automata (cf. 2]) is also based upon compound graphs. A compound graph C = (G; T ) consists of a simple directed graph G = (V; E G ) describing the transition relation and a tree T = (V; E T ) representing a nesting relation between the di erent nodes. The set of nodes V can be devided into two disjoint subsets, namely the leafs of T , which are called base nodes, and the inner nodes of T called subgraphs. Fig. 3 shows the compound graph of the running example neglecting the di erent types of the graphs (system diagram, PLC-Automaton and PLC-Subautomaton).
Compound graphs are very compact descriptions of hierarchical structures and therefore useful for the de nition of the semantics of hierarchical speci cations. But they are not tailored to be used directly as base structure for (the implementation of) a gFDT, because a gFDT has to provide methods for dividing speci cations into modules of manageable size in order to allow the user to focus upon certain modules while neglecting others and/or to reuse certain modules in di erent speci cations. In SDL this aim is pursued by the notion of remote speci cations, i.e. the user separates a part (module) of the speci cation from its de ning context and refers to this part just by using a unique name (reference, e.g. see 11]). In compound graphs this compositionality requirement is violated by the fact that they allow inter-level edges, i.e. edges between nodes of di erent levels. 3 For the implementation of hierarchy in MCL we use a di erent structure, called H-graphs. H-graphs arise from compound graphs by introducing a special class of nodes called ports 4 which describe explicitly the interface of a subgraph. Thus inter-level edges are substituted by a list of one-level edges between ordinary nodes and ports. For example the inter-level edge from burn to idle in Fig. 3 is divided into one edge from burn to a newly introduced output port and one from the subgraph SubControl to idle (cf. Fig. 4 ). Newly introduced edges connected to a subgraph di er from ordinary edges in the sense that they have exactly one corresponding port inside the subgraph which represents the virtual source (resp. destination) of the edge. The distinction between di erent types of edges is known from statecharts (cf. 8]) where 3 Two di erent nodes of a compound graph are in the same level if they have the same predecessor in the nesting relation tree. The idea of the design graph is that each node represents one interface graph and that each edge represents a re nement of a vertex in the 'source graph' by the 'destination graph'. Therefore, the edge is equipped with an extra link to that vertex being re ned.
In the following we formalize the data structure of H-graphs. We rst de ne the class of interface graphs 6 . 5 Design graphs arising from compound graphs are actually trees. 6 We want to allow several edges between two nodes, so we use a di erent style of a graph de nition with source and target functions.
An interface graph is a tuple g = (V (g); P I (g); P O (g); E(g); s g ; t g ; g ) with { V (g) is a set of nodes, { P I (g) and P O (g) are sets of input and output ports (building the interface of g), { E(g) is a set of edge, { s g : E(g) ?! V (g) P I (g) and t g : E(g) ?! V (g) P O (g) are functions assigning to each edge the source and target nodes, and { g : E(g) ?! P(fi; og) is an additional labelling function for edges.
The labelling function determines the status of an edge which can be normal (;), dangling-in (i), dangling-out (o) or dangling-in/out (fi; og). Additionally, we postulate that edges do not dangle into (resp. out of) a port, i.e. { 8e 2 E(g) t g (e) 2 P O (g) ) i = 2 g (e), and { 8e 2 E(g) s g (e) 2 P I (g) ) o = 2 g (e).
The interface of a node v in g is described by its dangling edges, thus for v 2 V (g) we de ne { D I (v) = fe 2 E(g) j t g (e) = v^i 2 g (e)g, and { D O (v) = fe 2 E(g) j s g (e) = v^o 2 g (e)g: The bijection V associates to each vertex in the design graph an interface graph. The edges of the design graph together with the re nement function E realise the connection between the di erent hierarchy levels. An edge e in the design graph, e.g. the edge e in Fig. 5 , represents the information that the vertex v = E (e) (SubControl) in graph V (s d (e)) (Control) is re ned by the graph V (t d (e)) (SubControl).
Since both objects, the vertex v and the re nement V (t d (e)), provide their own interface description, we have to check their consistency. For the edge e this requirement holds since the interface graph SubControl has only one output port and the corresponding node has one dangling-out edge.
Implementation
The implementation of H-graphs is based upon an object oriented implementation of graphs. Both substructures of H-graphs, the interface graph and the design graph, are derived from simple graphs. Real applications like Moby/plc are based upon H-graphs simply by deriving concret graphs-like system diagrams from the abstract interface graph. This leads to a layered architecture for a concret application which is sketched in Fig. 6 . Each box represents a package of classes which build up together the intended data structure. Fig. 7 shows the main classes of the di erent packages. Each rounded box describes one class. The name and the superclass is stated in the top line. The members of a class are listed in the lower part of the box.
In MCL a graph is represented by a Graph-object which contains a collection of Vertex-objects. Each vertex stores a reference to its graph and two lists of its incomming and outgoing edges, which are represented by the class Edge. Each edge knows its source and destination.
The data structure of a design graph is build up by the classes DesignGraph, DesignVertex, and DesignEdge, which are derived from the appropiate classes of the graph package. A DesignVertex is enriched by a reference to an InterfaceGraph and a DesignEdge by a reference to a vertex of an interface graph.
Interface graphs distinguish two classes of vertices, namely Ports and re nable vertices (IF Vertex). A Port carries a ag whether it is an input or an output port. The graph object itself holds a reference to its representing DesignVertex and the edges of an interface graph (IF Edge) may have two references to ports. These references represent the dangling information of an edge. If there is no reference stored, the edge is a normal one, else a reference links the edge to a port in the re nement graph of the connected vertex. The extensions which are needed for the Moby/plc-application are only sketched in Fig. 7 . E.g. a PLC-Automaton stores its initial state and the states carry some additional inscriptions. Variables are special ports since they describe the interface of a PLC-Automaton.
SDL-Example and Discussion of the Approach
In this subsection we discuss the main properties of the presented hierarchy concept and show its application to an SDL-speci cation.
The data structure for hierarchical speci cations which we propose provides the modularity of the speci cation by a very loose coupling between the di erent hierarchy levels. Thus each module consisting of one interface graph can be edited independently, in particular several users can simultaneously work on the same speci cation. Additionally, this concept facilitates the reuse of certain modules in di erent speci cations.
The design graph provides directly an assistance for traversing the whole speci cation, i.e. in order to edit a leaf of the hierarchy tree the user can access the node in the design graph instead of browsing through the whole speci cation. Furthermore, the concept of H-graphs allows us to combine several types of interface graphs in one speci cation. This feature is necessary e.g. for the running example (see section 2) where we need system diagrams for the description of the system architecture and we need two kinds of automata diagrams for specifying the behaviour of the di erent components.
It is also useful for a tool which allows to describe distinct parts of one speci cation in di erent languages, provided that they have a consistent semantics. This can be relevant for big projects where one part can be adopted from a former project speci ed in language A (e.g. SDL) and the new part should be speci ed in language B (e.g. statecharts). One approach to combine semantically several speci cation languages is elaborated in 7].
Fig. 8. SDL-speci cation in Moby
At the end of this section we give a short SDL-example which shows the applicability of our hierarchy concepts for gFDTs other than PLC-Automata. Fig. 8 shows a screen shot of an SDL-speci cation in Moby. It presents a (very) simple communication protocol where the Sender process sends data packages via the channel D to the Receiver and gets the acknowledgement via the channel A. Fig. 8 contains in the lower left corner the design graph with three nodes, which represent the SDL-diagrams on the top and on the right side, namely the block diagram Example and the two process diagrams Sender and Receiver. These types of SDL-diagrams are derived from interface graphs and extended by e.g. channels in block diagrams and several kinds of nodes, like input and output symbols in process diagrams.
Descriptions of Generic Hierarchical Graphs
In the previous section we have shown that the concept of H-graphs is suitable to combine several types of interface graphs into one speci cation. New types can be de ned by deriving them from the class of interface graphs. But for the combination of di erent interface graphs there are some additional informations necessary because not all re nement relations between interface graphs make sense. E.g., in the gasburner speci cation PLC-states should only be re ned into a PLC-Subautomaton and not into a system diagram, whereas a system node could be re ned into a system diagram as well as into a PLC-Automaton.
The additional re nement information could be handled by the interface graph itself, but then it is not possible to use one special class of interface graphs in several contexts, e.g. to use system diagrams for the description of system architectures in an SDL-tool as well as in a PLC-tool. On the other hand, if the information is directly implemented in the design graph each application has to de ne its own design graph.
Thus, it is advisable to use some features of generic programming to describe the re nement capabilities in a hierarchical application. 7 The description of the re nement capabilities is based upon the set of all types of interface graphs GT and the set of all types of nodes V T which are de ned in an application. In the PLC-example the graph types For a concrete application the H-graph is instantiated with a special re nement description. In our PLC-example this will be { root = SystemDiagram, 7 C++ directly supports generic programming by templates, but we avoided the use of templates in MCL in order to enhance portability, because some compilers do not handle templates in combination with extensive inheritance correctly. Instead, we reach the facilities of generic programming by a special class Class which provides runtime class information and allows to create instances of a dynamically determined class. This re nement description states that the speci cation will start up with a system diagram where only system nodes can be inserted in. A system node can be re ned again into a system diagram or into a PLC-Automaton. A PLCAutomaton and a PLC-Subautomaton can only contain PLC-states which on their part can be re ned into PLC-Subautomata.
In this re nement description we do not treat ports. There are two ways to handle ports in our concept, rst they can be directly associated to an interface graph (no generic description for ports) or they can be treated as a special kind of nodes, then they have to be added to the insertion function.
In MCL the re nement description is used as a parameter for the graphical user interface of a hierarchical editor system, i.e. the buttons and menu entries for creating and re ning vertices are automatically generated out of the re nement description. E.g. the contents of the vertical button bars shown in Fig. 1 and 2 are directly dependent on the re nement description of the application. Since the re nement description is evaluated at runtime it is possible to change it during a session by means of a graphical editor.
Related Work
In the literature there is a lot of work spread over many di erent application areas dealing with hierarchical extensions of graph structures. To enumerate all variants of hierarchical graphs and to compare them with our approach would go beyond the scope of this paper. But we want to mention some of the recent publications on this topic.
The de nition of compound graphs in 13], which was already discussed in section 3, is application independent and is used for the presentation of graph drawing techniques.
In the context of graph grammars and graph transformations there are several approaches to incorporate hierarchy concepts into graph structures (e.g. 5], 9] and 15]). These approaches mainly focus on dynamic aspects of a system, i.e. on operations on graph structures and not only on the structure itself. The hierarchy is mostly used to build smaller (dynamic) views on the whole system instead of decomposing the system into independent (static) modules. Building dynamic views requires a representation of the whole system as one monolithic data structure.
In 14] a modular extension for graph transformation systems is proposed. The modules, called encapsulated graph objects, are equipped with import and export interfaces comparable to the ports of our interface graphs. In 14] the modules are composed through a separate graph structure, called module system, leading to a xed hierarchy of two levels. In our approach the (parallel) composition of two interface graphs is described again by an interface graph. This can be iterated to get an arbitrary number of hierarchy levels.
The implementation of H-graphs in C++ and the integration into MCL, a C++-class library for interactive graph editors, was done 'by hand'. But nowadays there exist several tools formally based on graph grammars or graph transformation systems, which support code generation for high level descriptions of graph structures or even the generation of complete (visual) programming environments. 4] contains several descriptions of such tools, e.g. PROGRES, AGG, and DiaGen. 6 
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown a exible concept for implementing hierarchical graphs which is tailored to build a common basis for several implementations of gFDTs.
For the development of a new gFDT-tool the programmer only has to extend the data structure by deriving new classes of interface graphs, nodes and if necessary ports and edges, but (s)he has not to implement the hierarchical relations between these classes, (s)he just de nes the re nement description in a graphical editor. In order to change the appearance of the tool the programmer only has to slightly modify the graphical user interface by rede ning some methods of the new classes. E.g. (s)he has to add some menu entries to the graph editor or has to overwrite the display methods of a node.
The 'real' functionality of the new tool, like simulation algorithms or compile algorithms to other representations (e.g. from SDL-speci cations into Petri nets), can be added to the chosen data structure independently. This can be implemented directly in the new classes or by de ning 'service'-classes which operate on the graph structure.
In the Moby-workbench we successfully applied the concept of H-graphs to implement several graphical design tools. We are currently working on a tool for the validation of SDL-speci cation, on a hierarchical editor for (Object-)Zspeci cations (each basic node contains one Z-schema and the hierarchy is used for structuring the speci cation), and on the PLC-tool we mentioned in this paper. This tool allows to generate runnable PLC-code out of an automaton speci cation and is enriched by several validation methods like a simulator for PLC-Automata (cf. 16]), the implementation of speci c analysis algorithms for PLC-Automata and a connection to a model checker for timed automata. Furthermore, we are planing to integrate the Z-editor for the description of abstract data types in PLC-Automata.
